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Abstract

In this paper we present a novel solution to the
Overdetermined Blind Speech Separation (OBSS) problem for
improving speech recognition accuracy of N simultaneous
speakers in real room environments using M, (M>N)
microphones. The proposed OBSS system uses basic NxN
Blind Speech Separation networks that process in parallel all
different combinations of the available mixture signals in the
frequency domain, resulting to lower computational
complexity and faster convergence. Extensive experiments
using an array of two to ten microphones and two
simultaneous speakers in a simulated real room, showed that
when the number of the microphones increases beyond two,
the separation performance is improved and the phoneme
recognition accuracy of an HMM based decoder increases
drastically (more than 6%). Therefore, the introduction of
more microphones than speakers is justified in order to
improve speech recognition accuracy in multi simultaneous
speaker environments.

1. Introduction

The problem of Blind Source Separation (BSS) consists of
recovering unknown signals or ''sources'' from their several
observed mixtures. Typically, these mixtures are acquired by
a number of sensors, where each sensor receives a different
combination of the source signals. The term ''blind'' is
justified by the fact that the only a-priori knowledge that we
have for the signals is their statistical independence and no
information about the mixing model parameters and the
transfer paths from the sources to the sensors is available
beforehand.

Generally, a great number of algorithms for BSS of
speech signals have been proposed that deal with the
instantaneous mixture of sources [1-2] as well as with the
situation of convolutive mixtures [3-7]. The case of
instantaneous mixture is the simplest one and can be
encountered when multiple speakers are talking
simultaneously in an anechoic room. However, when dealing
with real room acoustics one has to consider the echoes and
the delayed versions of the speech signals as well. This case is
the most frequently encountered situation in real world where
speech signals from multiple speakers are received by a
number of microphones located in the room. Each
microphone acquires speech signals from all speakers
constituting of several delayed and modified copies of the
original speech sources that reflect off of walls and objects in
the room. Depending upon the amount and the type of the
room noise, the strength of the echoes and the amount of the
reverberation, the resulting speech signals that are received by
the microphones may be highly distorted and therefore
minimize the efficacy of any Automatic Speech Recognition

(ASR) system. To this direction robust BSS techniques must
be used as a front end to separate the convolutive mixtures of
speech signals and improve the recognition accuracy of ASR
systems.

Blind signal separation techniques for improving speech
recognition accuracy in real reverberant environments have
been mostly tested for the case where the number of the
utilized microphones equals the number of the competing
speakers and have shown a good performance [3-5].
However, work that deals with the Overdetermined Blind
Speech Separation (OBSS), has been very limited [8]. In
OBSS the number of the used microphones is greater than the
number of the competing speakers. In this case, the available
information from the extra microphones can be properly used
to improve the separation performance and increase the
accuracy of any ASR system in the same time.

In this paper we present a novel OBSS technique that can
separate competing speakers in a real room environment. Our
approach uses a number of basic BSS neural networks that
process all different combinations of the available mixture
signals in the frequency domain in parallel resulting to a
number of intermediate separated signals that are permuted
and delayed copies of the original speech sources. The
permutation and delay ambiguity is solved using a cross
correlation based criterion and the intermediate signals are
combined properly to form the final set of the separated
speech signals. Our experiments were focused on the case of
two simultaneous speakers in a real room environment and
examined the effect the additional microphones have on the
speech recognition accuracy of an ASR system, showing
clearly that when the number of the used microphones
increases, the efficacy of the proposed OBSS method
increases as well, resulting to higher phoneme recognition
rates. Extensive experiments showed that for the case of two
simultaneous speakers, the phoneme recognition accuracy
increases drastically (more than 6%) when using more than
two microphones, reaching a top of 58.3% for the case of 6
microphones. Further, increase of the microphones (up to ten)
gave no significant improvement and the recognition accuracy
remained at the same high levels.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In the next
section we present the basic speech separation neural
networks that were used for solving the OBSS problem and
the derived BSS algorithms in the frequency domain.
Furthermore, we present the cross correlation based criterion
that is used to resolve the permutation and delay ambiguity. In
sections 3 and 4 the experimental setup and the results of an
ASR system are presented and discussed correspondingly.
Finally, in the last section some conclusions and remarks are
given.
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2. Problem Formulation

Let us consider the general case where N speakers that are
talking simultaneously are arbitrarily located in a room (the
number of speakers is considered to be known), and M
microphones (M≥N), also arbitrarily located, receive their
convolutive speech mixtures. Let sj(t), (j=1,N) be the speech
signals and hij L-order FIR linear filters that are used to
approximate the transfer function between the ith microphone
and the jth speaker. The convolutive mixture of the speakers’
signals received by each microphone xi is given by:
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In order to separate the speakers’ signals we decompose
the mixed signals into mutually independent components. To
this end, we propose a decomposition of the OBSS network
into several basic N input – N output networks taking into
account all combinations of the available mixture signals. For
the case of M microphones we can formulate a number of P
different combinations of the N speech signals that we want to
separate according to the:
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These P basic BSS networks, separate the N speech
signals in a parallel way, providing P sets of statistical
independent speech signals with low computational
complexity and faster convergence. The resulting signals in
each set may appear in permuted order and be delayed copies
of the original speech signals. These ambiguities are dealt
with using a cross correlation based criterion as presented
later.
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Figure 1 The basic feedforward BSS network

2.1. The Basic Blind Signal Separation Network

For the implementation of the basic BSS networks we used a
feedforward, fully connected neural network topology as seen
in Figure 1. The network’s synapses are considered to be FIR
linear filters. The output of the network is given by:
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The decomposition of the network’s output speech signals
to mutually independent components is normally achieved by
optimizing a cost function LT(W) with respect to the unmixing
network’s parameters W, known as a contrast function of the
distribution of the separated signals y. In our approach the
Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) was used.

2.1.1. The Maximum Likelihood Estimator

Let us consider the original speech signals s distributed with a
probability density function (pdf) p(s) and a sample of T
independent realizations Y={y1, y2… yT} of the separated

speech signals y, with p(y;W) the parametric estimation of
p(s). We wish to parameterize the density estimate so that the
likelihood of the observed speech signals x drawn from the
parametric density is maximized. From (3) the pdf of the
observed speech signals is given by:
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and the log-likelihood by:
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where W0 is a NxN matrix with the leading weights of each
FIR separating filter wij(0) and W the matrix with the
separating FIR filters wij in its elements.

The separating filter coefficients can be estimated using
the stochastic gradient of L(W) with respect to each filter
coefficient wij(k) as follows:
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where Wk is the NxN matrix with the kth order separating filter
coefficients wij(k) and f()a non-linear function. This function
is equal to the cumulative density function of the source
signals and its choice plays an important role to the efficacy
of the BSS neural network. For the case of speech signals it
has been shown that their pdf can be approximated by a
gamma distribution variant or the Laplacian density. For the
latter case as Charkani and Deville have reported [10], the
choice of f(yi(t)) = sign(yi(t)) is the best for speech signals.

However, the adaptation rule in (6) presents the drawback
that it requires computationally expensive matrix inversion
operations. To overcome this problem we use the natural
gradient approach [9], which results in:
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By introducing the matrix C(k) with dimensions NxN and
elements:
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the weight adaptation rules for the separating filter
coefficients can be written in a more compact form as:
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The above learning rules perform online and update the
filter coefficients every time a new sample is presented in the
BSS networks.

An alternative updating strategy is block updating in
which the filter coefficients are kept fixed during a block b of
T samples and then they are updated once at the end of each
block [11]. The derived learning rules for this case are in the
same form as in (11), the only difference being in the
calculation of the C(k) matrix which is now estimated by:
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The block updating strategy is preferable since it allows
an easier and more convenient transition of the above learning
rules into the frequency domain.

2.1.2. Blind Speech Separation in the Frequency Domain

The above learning rules perform the separating filters
adaptation in the time domain. However, the implementation
of efficient speech separation systems in real world
applications requires long FIR filters. As a result, the above
rules cannot work effectively in the time domain due to
slower convergence times and higher computational
complexity. Therefore, in our approach, implementation of
fast BSS algorithms in the frequency domain is introduced
using the overlap-and-save method with 50% overlap [12],
that reduces the computational complexity and can be applied
in real room situations when longer separating filters are
required. By considering the length of the separating filters to
be L and T=2L the size of the corresponding FFT, the output
yi(t) of the neural network for each block is given by:
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and ⊗ denotes component-wise multiplication. The Cij

computed from equation (9) can now be estimated in the
frequency domain as:
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Using the above equations, we calculate ∆W in the time
domain from (11) and then the adaptation of the separating
filters coefficients is performed in the frequency domain
according to:
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2.2. Solving the Permutation ambiguity

The P sets of the output speech signals from each basic BSS
network contain the N intermediate separated speech signals
but may appear in permuted order. This should be taken under
serious consideration when combining them to form the final
set of the separated speech signals. The permutation
ambiguity is resolved using a criterion based on the cross
correlation and each intermediate signal is labeled to a
category i according to:
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The delay ambiguity discussed earlier, can be dealt with
by estimating the delay between all signals in Ri[k] using
again the cross correlation. After labeling and delaying

properly all the intermediate signals, the final separated
speech signals are reconstructed using:
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3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Topology

The experiments presented in this paper are focused primarily
on testing the proposed OBSS method for the case of two
simultaneous speakers in a real room environment. The
simulated room for the experiments was a typical office room,
with dimensions of 7m x 7m x 3.1m. A microphone array
consisting of two to ten omni-directional microphones was
mounted over the speakers at a height of 3m in a square
topology. The locations of the two competing speakers and
the microphones are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 The speakers / microphones topology

To deal with the OBSS of the speakers in a real room
environment the separating filters were chosen to have
L=1024 taps each, resulting to an FFT size of T=2048 points.
The learning rate µ in the adaptation equations was chosen to
be constant at 0.0001 and the basic BSS algorithms were
running for a total number of 30 iterations each. The speech
sources were preprocessed to have the same energy and
started talking simultaneously.

3.2. The Phoneme Recognition System

To evaluate the proposed OBSS method’s performance we
measured the phoneme recognition accuracy of a continuous
speech, speaker-independent decoder. The feature extraction
module of the speech recognizer extracted the 12 Mel-
cepstrum coefficients plus the energy parameter from the
speech signals. The mean value of the Mel-cepstrum
coefficients was subtracted from each coefficient and the first-
and second- order differences were formed to capture the
dynamic evolution of speech signals, resulting to a total
number of 39 parameters. The phoneme recognition decoder
was based on a five states left to right with no state skip
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Continuous Density Hidden Markov Models (CDHMM). The
output distribution probabilities were modeled by means of a
Gaussian component with diagonal covariance matrix. The
complete training set from the TIMIT database was used for
the training of the recognition system, while for the testing we
used 100 pairs of sentences taken from the testing set. For the
recognition experiments, a set of 39 different phoneme
categories was employed.

4. Experimental Results

Experiments with the above described recognition system
were carried out using the original (anechoic) recordings, the
convolutive mixtures of two to ten microphones, and the
output signals from the proposed OBSS algorithm. In figure 3
we present the experimental results.
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Figure 3. Percent Phoneme recognition rates for two
to ten microphones

The recognition rates of the mixed speech signals were
computed as the average score of each microphone. The
results presented above show clearly that when the number of
the microphones is increased from two to six, the recognition
accuracy of the recognizer increases as well reaching a
recognition score of 58.23%. The recognition accuracy of the
separated speech signals was computed as the average
recognition score of both separated speech signals. When the
number of the microphones is increased beyond six, the
results show that the recognition score doesn’t change and
remains at the level of 58%. This is justified by the fact that
the extra information provided to the OBSS system is rather
neglectable and doesn’t contribute significantly to further
separation of the speech signals. By implementing the
proposed OBSS, we can achieve a phoneme recognition
improvement of 6%, compared to the use of only two
microphones as in basic BSS methods [3]. Therefore the
introduction of extra microphones beyond the number of
speakers in a multi-simultaneous speaker environment is
justified in order to improve speech separation and
recognition. Audible speech separation results of our
experiments can be found online at the web address:
http://www.wcl2.ee.upatras.gr/koutras/on-line.htm.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a novel approach to the solution of
the Overdetermined Blind Speech separation problem for

improving speech recognition accuracy of competing speakers
located in a real room environment. The solution consists of
decomposing the OBSS system into several basic BSS
networks using all the available information from the extra
microphones. The basic BSS network was implemented using
feedforward neural networks and the learning rules were
derived using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation criterion.
The proposed method features low computational complexity
as can be easily implemented on parallel processors and
works in the frequency domain, showing fast convergence
when implementing large separating filters. The combination
of the intermediate signals into the final separated speech
signals is performed using a cross correlation based criterion
that successfully resolves the permutation and the delay
ambiguity with low computational complexity. Extensive
experiments using an ASR system proved the method’s
efficacy and showed that the implementation of more
microphones than speakers is required to attain robust speech
recognition accuracy in a multi-simultaneous speaker
environment.
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